Review: Roadburn Thursday 9th April 2015
By José Carlos Santos
A few years ago, on the sad, sad train
ride leaving Tilburg after yet another
Roadburn, a chatty Frenchman sat
opposite me and started talking about the
bands he'd seen. We had both spent the
entire four days at the festival, watching
bands from 3pm to 1am almost nonstop,
and yet there was not one single band in
common between us. Not one show that
we had both seen. And we had both
tremendously enjoyed it anyway. Each
one of us has a Roadburn path to walk
during the four days and there are
probably no two exactly alike. So, this
was my Roadburn Thursday, and it'd be
great hearing from you about yours, all
the great stuff I missed and all the great
stuff I'll be making you feel sorry you
missed.
The habitual agony of choice presented
itself right from the beginning, but the
call of Bell Witch was simply too great
to ignore – the new album is an absolute
monster and so was the performance of
the duo at the Het Patronaat, so thick and
dense you'd almost expect ghosts to start
escaping the fathomless depths of that
bass sound. Still at the Patronaat,

SubRosa were hypnotic and crushingly
heavy too, even more so than on their
mesmerising records. “Borrowed Time,
Borrowed Eyes” is ever the highlight,
but the whole set was so superb that
most stood in a mixture of transfixed
awe and surprised headbanging.

There was still time to catch a bit of
Mortals laying waste to the Stage01 with
their crusty concoction of black metal
and sludgy looseness (try to catch them
again today!), and a criminally little bit
of the legendary Floor. No jumping in
and out of Primitive Man whatsoever,
though. Their leveling set demanded
complete submission, and had many a
neck threatening to snap under the
suffocating weight and insane intensity
of the Denver trio's horrid sludge.

Then it was time for Thou to take control
of the Het Patronaat, laying down a
supremely nasty performance. “It's
Louisiana Day at Roadburn,” vocalist
Bryan Funck said, in one of the few
moments not spent shrieking or creepily
staring down the audience. He was right.
Before the day was over, we'd have a
terrifyingly brutal Goatwhore, with the
added poignancy of dedicating “FBS”
(you know what that means) to the evermissed
Selim
Lemouchi,
and
Eyehategod's first show of the weekend
showing the Nola mob in top form.
Goatwhore even triggered a rare
Roadburn moshpit, something only
encountered at choice bursts of violence.

Before that, however, David Eugene
Edwards brought a very different
incarnation of Wovenhand than his
downright intimidating appearance in
2011. Now rocking out with his fantastic
band – which includes members of
Planes Mistaken For Stars – but
maintaining every bit of his enormous
presence and shamanic allure. Also

leading up to that Goatwhore climax,
two remarkable noisemongers – KEN
mode, with an incendiary 45 minutes,
and Helms Alee, a deliriously savage
live band. When drummer Hozoji
Margullis politely asked for (read:
hatefully screamed for) the "fucking
smoke machine" to be turned off,
probably most of us in the audience felt
like hitting the switch ourselves in a
hurry, lest she beat us with the same
kind of viciousness she hits her drums.
And what's best to conjure up energy for
the upcoming DJ set by Alan Averill
than spazzy, mind-bending sonic
lunacy? Lazer/Wulf were the perfect
closer for an overwhelmingly good day,
Bryan Aiken's boundless excitement and
enthusiasm (and robotic moves, screams
and crazy laughs during songs!) the
driving force for a trio with the talent of
a hundred men in each finger. Maybe
they've consumed a civilization of
musicians during their space travels. It's
only logical. Roadburn 2015 proceeds
today, and may it maintain the very high
level of its opening day. See you down
the front! – José Carlos Santos

Friday Daily Picks
Adrien Begrand - Lucifer. Months after the demise of The Oath, singer Johanna
Sadonis formed Lucifer, toning down the rock ‘n’ roll element of her former band,
heading in a slower, doom-oriented direction, while retaining the melodic, occultthemed, blues-derived style she’s become known for.
Lee Edwards - Skuggsjá is a must see on Friday as curiosity really has got the better
of me, especially with their involvement in the soundtrack for season two of Vikings.
Tombstones & The Heads are also two bands not to be missed. It’s just a shame of
the clash, but there’s another chance to see The Heads tomorrow.
Pete Green - Focus. It's difficult to use the word “legendary'” to describe any band
playing Roadburn, as it's pretty much a prerequisite. But with Thijs van Leer, who
formed Focus in 1969, continuing to yodel away to this very day, you can only take
your trucker cap off in prog-struck awe and applaud.
Walter Hoeijmakers - Skuggsjá. I still get goosebumps thinking about the Skuggsjá
performance in Norway. Roadburn, you'll be in for such a treat, as both Enslaved's
Ivar Bjørnson and Einar Selvik (Wardruna) have outdone themselves, artistically and
musically. This will be the most talked about show after Friday night. Don't miss out.
Kim Kelly - Svartidauði may not have the marquee status of bands like Enslaved or
EyeHateGod (yet), but this Icelandic black metal cult is unequivocally one of the
genre's finest – and deadliest – new bands. Don't fuck this one up.
JJ Koczan - Skuggsjá. It’s a late one, but I’m not sure I can miss it. After Sólstafir
(yes, again), Virus, The Heads, Tombstones and so on, it should be a killer day.
Andreas Kohl - A bucket full of memories and traces of my slowly disappearing
youth – Fields Of The Nephilim have been an integral part of my CV in so many
ways, how can I not anticipate this show in awe? And if it only will be for me and
Walter finally watching one show together, hopefully in its entirety – like we did in
2012 at the Incubate Festival.

Becky Laverty - Friday is going to be a busy day, but I think Mortals will be a great
ending to it - I love their 2014 ‘Cursed To See The Future’ album, so I’m excited to see
those tracks live.
Alex Mysteerie - Legend-worshipping aside (Focus and Fields Of The Nephilim),
Enslaved/Wardruna, Sólstafir, Virus, Svartidauði and Der Weg Einer Freiheit
especially (never seen them live before) will put a big smile on my face. Curious about:
Majeure and Pyramidal.
Paul Robertson - Majeure and Steve Moore. Apologies to Robert Hampson for not
picking him and to JJ for picking two acts, but I'm a sucker for synth and Messrs.
Paterra and Moore are a pair of modern masters.
José Carlos Santos - Profetus. Funeral doom bands have a knack for creating unique,
unforgettable atmospheres at Roadburn and Profetus will be the perfect monolithic
contrast to the more festive nature of most of Friday's lineup.
Jurgen Van Den Brand - Skuggsjá. Roadburn is known for its special gigs but this is
extraordinary. Written for the festivities for Norway’s 200-year anniversary and
combining two of the most of adventurous bands from that land, this one can’t not be
special.

Top 5 Roadburn Memories
José Carlos Santos
1. Entering the 013 for the first time in 2008 and feeling instantly at home.
2. Seeing Winter live in 2011.
3. The outpouring of heartfelt applause and support from the audience after Walter's
emotional volcano announcement on the main stage in 2010.
4. Neurosis launching into “Through Silver In Blood” in 2009.
5. Winning the metal quiz contest during the press meeting on Jonathan Selzer's team.
Alex Mysteerie
1. My two-hour interview with the delightful Away (Voivod).
2. Being around Voivod and seeing them play.
3. Walter handing over the holy RB Banner to Voivod as goodbye gift.
4. Terra Tenebrosa at Het Patronaat.
5. Oranssi Pazuzu at Het Patronaat.

JJ Koczan
1. This beautiful place.
2. Walter.
3. Feeling so glad to be back.
4. Late nights writing.
5. All the YOB. Yes. All of it.
Kim Kelly
1. Wandering Tilburg and falling in love with the dude I'd end up spending the next
three years (and counting!) with.
2. Kitchen parties and quiet nights with Yvonne, Walter, Jurgen, and the rest of the
Roadburn family.
3. Drunken strip club adventures with Saviours and Danava.
4. Getting pulled up onstage during Eyehategod for a hug from Jimmy.
5. Losing my mind to Necros Christos with my girl Ester in 2012.
Adrien Begrand
1. Crossing paths with Tom Warrior in 2012 and being too petrified to say hello.
2. Voivod’s Dimension: Hätross set in 2012.
3. Goat’s transcendent performance in 2013.
4. Circle’s manic, joyous Patronaat set in 2014.
5. The positive, welcoming atmosphere that keeps me coming back every year!
Lee Edwards
1. Earthless when they got moved to the Main Stage in 2008, one of my all-time
favourite live sets I’ve had the pleasure of witnessing. I was simply in awe!
2. My first ever Roadburn back in 2007 and watching Neurosis tear the place apart!
3. Being asked to be part of Weirdo Canyon Dispatch. A complete honour!
4. Four of the six YOB sets. That band can really do no wrong at times!
5. Roadburn for just being Roadburn, still, in my eyes, THE festival to go to. Long
may it continue!

Jurgen Van Den Brand
1. Neurosis destroying the place in 2007, watching from the side of the stage. This
was/is heaven for me.
2. Walking backstage and seeing David Eugene Edwards and Bobbie Liebling smoking
a cigarette together in one of those bus-stop booths we have over here. A sight to
behold. Only at Roadburn.
3. Swans. Swans!!! The lights can go no higher for me. True artists who still push
boundaries after 30 years in the business.
4. Tom Fischer signing Only Death Is Real at the merch room. Only then you see how
much people he has touched and influenced with his music. The line had no end!
5. Walking up to the 013 from the parking garage or train station each year on
Wednesday and knowing it's starting all over again. Best feeling in the world.
Paul Robertson
1. 2011: My first Roadburn! Unlike some of you, I remember it well.
2. 2012: All of it, but mainly for VOIVOD, TWICE!
3. 2013: The year I actually got to PLAY at Roadburn!
4. 2014: The year I got an Access All Areas backstage pass and didn't have to play!
5. 2015: Seeing Magma. A near religious experience.
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